
Oil

After falling sharply during the previous day, the international oil market managed to recover to some extent yesterday. The Brent front 
month contract closed the day at 71,43 USD/bbl, up 0,67 USD/bbl against the previous close. Although there are signals that global 
demand is decreasing, the market edged up nonetheless, due to new data showing that Iranian export is slowing, likely as a result of the 
new US sanctions against the country. We see another modest upside today.

Gas
We still see a very bullish sentiment across the European gas markets. Yesterday, both spot prices and long-term contracts edged up 
across the continent, amid high demand, supply disruptions in Norway and low LNG availability. The NCG Cal-19 contract closed the day 
at 22,13 EUR/MWh, up 0,10 EUR/MWh for the day, close the contracts all-time high reached earlier in the week. 

Coal
European coal prices rose yesterday, edging up along with the oil and gas markets, and partly winning back the losses from Wednesday. 
The bullish driver on the market is high demand in China, but a weak euro compared to the US dollar did offset some of the gains. 
Friday, we expect the market to move upwards once again.

Carbon
The European market for carbon emissions tested 10-year highs earlier this week, but the market has since softened a bit. Yesterday, 
the benchmark quota contract fell 0,10 EUR/t and closed at 17,99 EUR/t. Prospects of weak supply continue to keep the market very 
strong, so it is not unlikely that we will see the market break back above 18 EUR/t again.

Hydro
This morning, the Nordic weather outlook is relatively unchanged compared to yesterday. The next three-four days look very wet, from 
then on, the forecasts indicate that the conditions turn a bit drier, but that the level should remain around seasonal normal. The hydro 
balance is still in a big deficit, which keeps Nordic spot prices high.

Germany
On the German power market, we see many contracts reach record-highs at the moment. The bullish sentiment continued yesterday, 
where the country’s Cal-19 contract rose 0,18 EUR/MWh due to the upturn on the coal and carbon markets, settling the day at an all-
time high of 46,40 EUR/MWh. We expect falling prices today.

Equities
News that China and the US are planning new negotiations to put a halt to the countries’ trade war was well-received yesterday. The 
market edged up on the renewed hopes, but the situation regarding Turkey is still a bearish factor. The first signals from Asia today are 
bullish.

Conclusion

Following three straight days of gains, the Nordic power market edged marginally down yesterday. The German power market, 
combined with the coal and gas markets, provided bullish support, but this was overshadowed by the wetter weather outlook for the 
coming time. The Q4-18 contract and the YR-19 contract both ended up falling marginally, settling at 49,60 EUR/MWh and 38,35 EUR/
MWh respectively. We should see sideways trading or marginally falling prices today.
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